
Advising & Work Expectations 
 

Quotes (“”): verbatim from union contracts 

Italics: paraphrased summary of union contract wins 

 

Tufts University   

 

Workload 

“The Union acknowledges that the specific hours worked each week will fluctuate for some Graduate 
Assistants due to the nature of their work. The Union also acknowledges that the work of a Research 
Assistant may overlap with the academic work of the student in the degree program.: 

“No Graduate Assistant shall be compelled or pressured to work more than an average of twenty 
(20) hours per week as part of their assistantship.” 

“A Graduate Assistant who believes their assigned workload cannot reasonably be completed within 
the time limits specified in Section 13.2 may bring such concerns to their Supervisor. The Supervisor 
shall discuss any such concerns and, as warranted, may make adjustments to workload requirements.” 

 

Professional Rights 

“Working in a laboratory or a research group, Graduate Assistants should participate in discussion with 
their mentors, advisors or supervisors, as well as others working on the project, and are free to offer 
their own opinions and interpretations in those discussions. In working for a principal investigator 
on funded or unfunded research, Graduate Assistants should feel free to offer their independent 
judgment, while recognizing that the grant or project has objectives and that the principal investigator 
is the final arbiter.”  

 

Professional Development 

“The University shall make on-campus professional development opportunities organized by the School 
of Arts & Sciences available to Graduate Assistants…The Union shall notify the University as to the 
need for any Graduate Assistants specific professional development opportunities beyond 
those already offered. The University will make reasonable attempts to provide such opportunities, or 
to provide access to such or similar opportunities through other means (e.g., arranging access to attend 
opportunities at other universities or community providers).” 

“Mandatory training (whether department-level or multi-departmental level) shall be provided to all 
Graduate Assistants before they perform instructional or research services for the first time. Graduate 
Assistants will be required to attend any such scheduled training, and as such, the mandatory training 
shall count toward the Graduate Assistant's workload.” 

 

Professional Feedback 

“Supervisors shall provide regular feedback to Graduate Assistants on the work they perform, including 
advice, guidance, and support on how to improve their performance. Flexibility in such feedback is 
encouraged, so as to address the broad nature of work performed by Graduate Assistants and their 
individual needs.” 

“In the event that a Supervisor has reasonable concerns about a Graduate Assistant's performance, 
they shall meet with the Graduate Assistant as soon as practicable to discuss such concerns 
and provide the necessary guidance and support for the Graduate Assistant to improve.” 

“Supervisors shall provide written feedback to each Graduate Assistant they supervise at least once 
per semester (which may include at the conclusion of the semester). University Units are encouraged 



to adopt their own forms or procedures for determining the parameters of such written feedback...The 
written feedback will include an emphasis on encouragement, and/or the development of skills, and/or 
practices, and/or techniques, as appropriate… The Graduate Assistant may request and receive an in-
person meeting to discuss the written feedback provided by the Supervisor.” 

 

University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign  

 

Orientation and Training 

“The campus and the units that appoint teaching and graduate assistants are jointly responsible 
for providing appropriate orientation and continuing training programs for the assistants they appoint. 
Appointing units are responsible for defining the requirements and duties of TAs specific to their 
disciplines and job duties for GAs.” 

 

Evaluations 

“Performance of TAs and GAs will normally be reviewed at least once during the academic year or 
term of the appointment, whichever is greater… Evaluations shall be based on the assistants’ 
performance of assistantship duties.” 

“Evaluations of teaching may include input from sources such as: (1) student evaluations of the 
teaching performance of a teaching assistant; (2) faculty and staff review of the assistant’s 
performance; (3) scheduled and unscheduled classroom observations; and, (4) self-review. 
Supervising faculty are encouraged to informally discuss a TA’s performance with the TA on an ongoing 
basis throughout the appointment period.” 

“Assistants shall have the opportunity to comment in writing upon any written evaluations provided by 
faculty and staff, including their department supervisors. Such comments shall be placed in the 
assistant’s personnel record maintained by the appointing unit.” 

 

Hours of Work 

“Assistants’ hours of work are reflected in their percentage of appointment. Such hours of work are 
separate and distinct from the time required for an assistant’s own academic coursework.” 

”It is understood that assistants in this bargaining unit are engaged in professional activities of such a 
nature that the output produced, or the result accomplished, cannot be precisely standardized or 
measured in relation to a given period of time and that the time necessary to accomplish an assignment 
may vary. ” 

”The appointment level (full time equivalency or FTE) shall be based on the appointing department’s 
determination of the amount of time it should normally take to perform the assigned duties including 
orientation and training. It is expected that a .5 FTE assistant will devote an average of 20 hours per 
week over the course of a full appointment period.” 

“If an assistant reasonably believes that his/her/their duties routinely require hours which will 
cumulatively exceed the hours of effort required by the appointment percentage over the full 
term, he/she/they must raise the matter within 5 calendar days from the point the assistant deems the 
cumulative workload to be excessive with his/her/their department supervisor. Upon meeting with the 
assistant, if the department supervisor concludes that the assistant is working excessive hours based 
on his/her/their assigned FTE, the supervisor may suggest with the assistant’s cooperation, that the 
assistant meet with and be mentored by more experienced assistants or other academic staff 
members in order to develop strategies for completing the assigned duties at a high level of 
quality in time contemplated by the assistant’s FTE appointment. Further, the supervisor may 
determine: (1) that certain duties be reduced and/or reassigned to others; (2) the assistant’s FTE be 
increased; or (3) the assistant’s FTE be reduced with the consent of the assistant; and/or (4) that the 
assistant be reassigned to a different position. An assistant may appeal the department supervisor’s 
final determination in writing to the Unit Executive Officer (UEO) within five (5) calendar days of the 



determination. The UEO will review the department supervisor’s determination and issue a letter to the 
assistant either agreeing with, modifying or reversing the determination within five (5) calendar days of 
the appeal. ” 

 

Brandeis  

 

Workload 

”Graduate Assistants can expect different weekly averages of required work hours depending on their 
job title, as described in Appendix B and incorporated herein by reference. A. Teaching Fellows 
may work up to an average of fourteen (14) hours per week per course. B. Teaching Assistants 
may work up to an average of ten (I0) hours per week per course. C. Graduate Assistants 
routinely working more than the expected weekly average are encouraged to report this to their 
Supervisor. If in receipt of such a report, the Supervisor shall assess the Graduate Assistant's workload 
and adjust it as necessary to bring it into compliance with the standards of this Article. ” 

 

Feedback 

”Supervisors shall provide regular feedback to Graduate Assistants on the work they perform, 
including advice, guidance and support on how to improve their performance. Flexibility in such feedback 
is encouraged, so as to address the broad nature of work performed by Graduate Assistants and their 
individual needs. ” 

”In the event that a Supervisor has reasonable concerns about a GAs performance, they shall meet with 
the GA individually as soon as practicable to discuss such concerns and provide the necessary 
guidance and support for the GA to improve. Academic freedom but responsibility to uphold civil 
discourse. Free of institutional restraints on speech. ” 

 

Early Intervention 

”In the event that a Supervisor has reasonable concerns about a Graduate Assistant's performance, 
they shall meet with the Graduate Assistant individually as soon as practicable to discuss such concerns 
and provide the necessary guidance and support for the Graduate Assistant to improve” 

 

Course Review 

”At least once per course term, every Supervisor shall hold a meeting with GAs they supervise 
to discuss the GA performance. Such meetings shall emphasize encouragement and the 
development of skill, practices and/or techniques. Teaching related professional development 
recognized. Opportunities posted. Committee for recommendations. Free of charge.” 

”Written Feedback. Supervisors are encouraged to provide written feedback to each Graduate 
Assistant they supervise at least once per semester. Schools, Departments, or Programs are 
encouraged to adopt their own forms or procedures for determining the parameters of such written 
feedback. A sample form is included in this Agreement as Appendix C; any School, Department, or 
Program may use this form as its standard.”  

 

Temple  

 

Workload  

”A maximum of 20 calculated clock hours of service per week is required of TAs for a full-time 
appointment... Assignment of work is recognized by the Union as a Management Right in accordance 
with Article IV.” 

 



Performance Evaluation  

”The University may at its discretion establish criteria, methods and procedures for evaluating the 
performance of TA/RAs. Such evaluations shall be based on the performance of duties and criteria 
communicated to the TA/RA by the University. The criteria, methods and procedures of the evaluation 
shall not be subject to the grievance and arbitration procedures in this Agreement. ” 

 

University of Michigan  

 

Employee Training 

”Each department will be required to hold an Employee training/orientation program for all new 
Employees. The content and length of the program will be determined by the department chairperson or 
designee with input from the Employees. ”  

 

Work Hours 

”Appointing units will make reasonable efforts to ensure that all group work sessions involving GSIs (e.g., 
grading sessions) end before 1:00 a.m. In the event a group work session involving GSIs continues 
beyond 1:00 a.m., no GSI will be required to remain and work after that time. Any GSI who elects to leave 
as provided in this Section may be required to finish their work associated with the work session as soon 
as possible that same day or thereafter. ” 

”No Employee will be required to attend any work-related meeting as a term or duty of their employment 
unless the Employee is provided reasonable notice of the date, time, and location of such function. 
An Employee may be required to attend any work-related meeting during a recess of the University only 
if given reasonable notice in order to make appropriate arrangements.” 

 


